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-

POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL

Date & Time

-
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-

Meeting Room 1, Council Offices, Priory Road,
Spalding

Membership of the Policy Development Panel:
Councillors: D Ashby, J R Astill, F Biggadike, M D Booth, H Drury, L J Eldridge,
P C Foyster, A Harrison, J L King, J D McLean (Vice-Chairman), A M Newton,
J L Reynolds, S-A Slade, E J Sneath, J Tyrrell and A R Woolf (Chairman)
Substitute members on the Policy Development Panel may be appointed only from
members who are not on the Cabinet. Substitutions apply for individual meetings.
Quorum: 6
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requested to turn mobile telephones to silent
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Democratic Services
Council Offices, Priory Road
Spalding, Lincs PE11 2XE
Date: 18 June 2018

Please ask for Gregory Watkinson: Telephone 01775 764599
e-mail: GWatkinson@sholland.gov.uk

AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence.

2.

Minutes - To sign as a correct record the minutes of the following
meetings (copies enclosed):
a)

Policy Development Panel - 1 May 2018

(Pages
5 - 10)

b)

Joint Performance Monitoring Panel and Policy Development
Panel - 25 January 2018

(Pages
11 - 16)

c)

Joint Performance Monitoring Panel and Policy Development
Panel - 24 April 2018

(Pages
17 - 22)

3.

Declaration of Interests. - Where a Councillor has a Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest the Councillor must declare the interest to the
meeting and leave the room without participating in any discussion or
making a statement on the item, except where a councillor is permitted
to remain as a result of a grant of dispensation.

4.

Questions asked under Standing Order 6

5.

Tracking of recommendations - To consider responses of the Cabinet
reports of the Panel.

6.

Items referred from the Performance Monitoring Panel

7.

Key Decision Plan - To note the current Key Decision Plan (copy
enclosed).

(Pages
23 - 26)

8.

Policy Register - Members are requested to note the current Policy
Register (copy attached).

(Pages
27 - 30)

9.

Street Naming and Numbering To update the Policy Development Panel on the draft revised Street
Naming and Numbering Policy (Report of the Executive Director – Place
enclosed).

(Pages
31 - 52)

10.

Houses in Multiple Occupation - To present an update report to the
Houses in Multiple Occupation policy (Report of the Executive Director –
Place enclosed)

(Pages
53 - 58)

11.

Equality and Diversity Policy - To present the draft of the Council’s
Equality and Diversity policy to the Policy Development Panel for review
(Report of the Executive Director – Strategy & Governance enclosed).

(Pages
59 - 68)

12.

Freedom of Information Policy - To present the draft of the Council’s
Freedom of Information policy to the Policy Development Panel for
review (Report of the Executive Director – Strategy & Governance
enclosed).

(Pages
69 - 74)

13.

Policy Development Panel Work Programme - To consider the Work
Programme of the Policy Development Panel (Report of the Assistant
Director, Democratic Services is enclosed)

14.

Any other items which the Chairman decides are urgent. NOTE:

No other business is permitted unless by reason of special
circumstances, which shall be specified in the minutes, the
Chairman is of the opinion that the item(s) should be
considered as a matter of urgency.

(Pages
75 - 82)
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Agenda Item 2.a)

Minutes of a meeting of the POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL held in the Council
Chamber, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, on Tuesday, 1 May 2018 at 6.30
pm.
PRESENT
A R Woolf (Chairman)
J D McLean (Vice-Chairman)
D Ashby
J R Astill
F Biggadike

L J Eldridge
A Harrison
A M Newton

E J Sneath
J Tyrrell

In Attendance: The Portfolio Holder for Public Protection, the Food, Health & Safety
Manager, the Shared Executive Manager – Governance, the Shared Executive
Manager – People and Public Protection, the Democratic Services Manager and
Democratic Services Officer.
Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors M D Booth,
J L King and J L Reynolds
Action By

48.

MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting of the Policy Development Panel held
on 20 February 2018 were agreed as a correct record.

49.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS.
There were no declarations of interest.

50.

QUESTIONS ASKED UNDER STANDING ORDER 6
There were none.

51.

TRACKING OF RECOMMENDATIONS
There were no tracking of recommendations to consider.

52.

ITEMS REFERRED FROM THE PERFORMANCE MONITORING
PANEL
There were none.

53.

KEY DECISION PLAN
Consideration was given to the Key Decision Plan published on
23 April 2018.
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AGREED:
That the Key Decision Plan be noted.
54.

POLICY REGISTER
The Panel gave consideration to the Policy Register that was
dated 6 April 2018.
The Chairman stated that the register was developing well and
items were being progressed.
AGREED:
That the Policy Register be noted.

55.

CORPORATE ENFORCEMENT POLICY
Consideration was given to the report of the Portfolio Holder for
Public Protection which presented a revised version of the
Corporate Enforcement Policy.
The Portfolio Holder for Public Protection introduced the policy
stating that it was important to have an up to date enforcement
policy. The Portfolio Holder also mentioned that the current policy
was outdated and in need of review. It was stated that the Policy
was a joint Breckland-South Holland Policy.
Members stated that the Policy Development Panel had been
attempting to streamline and simplify policies. They stated that
they felt that some parts of the policy report could be summarised.
However, they stated that the detail in the policy was good. The
Food, Health and Safety Manager replied that the framework was
taken from the Department of Business Innovation and Skills and
was a template used by local authorities nationally.
Panel members questioned whether the Policy was strict enough
and asked how the policy would be enforced. Officers replied that
there were many possible avenues of enforcement including
intervention work, but spanning all the way to Court. They stated
that they felt that intervention work was best as it was cost
effective and preventative. Officers stated that they were keen to
continue assisting businesses to be compliant. The policy gave
officers the full suite of possibilities for enforcement, but it was
hoped a fair balance of enforcement could be struck.
Members advised that they looked forward to a more robust
approach to everyday breaches such as littering, in order to stop
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such problems. Officers stated that the authority had an
Enforcement Officer for such breaches, but that the ability to
enforce was limited by logistical constraints. They also stated that
they were keen to see that complaints from the public of issues
such as littering, were kept under control.
Members asked that communications be used to raise awareness
of the policy.
Members asked that the policy be reviewed in 6 months time.
They also stated that they felt that changes in statistics of such
things as fixed penalty notices could be used to measure
success.
Officers confirmed that the policy template would most probably
have been tested legally more than once. Officers recognised the
Panel’s desire to keep policies short. Whilst it might be possible to
streamline policies, it was recommended that the document
should not diverge much from the template.
Members agreed with Officers and stated that they felt the
Authority needed the fuller version of the Policy.
AGREED:
a) That the report be recommended to Cabinet.
b) That the Corporate Enforcement Policy be reviewed in 6
months time, with statistics presented relating to enforcement
of littering and fly-tipping.

PA, DS, SS

(The Portfolio Holder Public Protection and the Food, Health &
Safety Manager left the meeting following discussion of the above
item).
56.

HOUSING ALLOCATION POLICY
With the agreement of the Chairman, this item was withdrawn
from the agenda, to be discussed at the next meeting.

57.

DATA PROTECTION POLICY
Consideration was given to the report of the shared Executive
Manager – Governance and Data Protection Officer which
outlined the details of the proposed Data Protection Policy.
Officers thanked the Data Protection and Data Retention Task
Group for their help formulating the Policy. It was stated that the
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policy had been based upon a precedent and therefore was
legally sound.
Officers requested that the Data Protection Task Group continue
for another 12 months to oversee the implementation of GDPR.
AGREED:
a) That the new draft Data Protection Policy, Data Security
Breach Procedure and Response Procedures for Data
Subject Requests be recommended to Cabinet for
approval and adoption; and
b) That the Data Protection and Data Retention Task Group
continues to meet until May 2019 in order to provide
oversight of progress towards compliance with the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and to consider
ancillary matters such as data retention.
58.

COUNCILLOR DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Consideration was given to the report of the Portfolio Holder for
Governance and Customer and the Executive Manager –
Governance (Deputy Monitoring Officer) which presented the
Councillor and Local Democracy Development Strategy.
The Strategy had been developed by the Councillor Development
Steering Group and was designed to shape development needs
and align with the corporate plan.
Members requested that feedback from previous training courses
be examined to ensure there was not a repeat of some of the less
well received training courses. Officers replied that there would be
a training needs analysis of members to pinpoint what training
was needed.
Officers stated that the Councillor Development Steering Group
had been keen to investigate more forms of training, such as elearning which would be more flexible.
Officers stated that it was hoped to include training resources for
members, accessible at any time, on the planned members
intranet. Additionally, the possibilities of further training
innovation was mentioned. This included recorded training
sessions posted online.
AGREED:
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a) That the Panel review the draft Strategy;
b) That the Panel consider the Strategy’s alignment with the
Corporate Plan and Transformation Programme;
c) That the Panel make recommendations for change as
appropriate to the Chairman of the Steering Group for its
consideration and action.
59.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL WORK PROGRAMME
Consideration was given to the report of the Executive Manager –
Governance, which set out the Work Programme of the Policy
Development Panel. The Work Programme consisted of two
separate sections, the first setting out the dates of the future
Panel meetings along with proposed items for consideration, and
the second setting out the Task Groups that had been identified
by the Panel.
Officers asked if the Panel was happy with the size of the next
meeting. Members agreed that they were happy with the Work
Programme’s content. The Chairman of the Panel stated that the
meeting should go ahead as planned with the full Work
Programme.
Public Open Spaces Task Group


The Task Group Chairman stated that its work was almost
complete and would possibly require one more meeting.



Members raised the issue that the date included on the
appendix was wrong by a year, in that it should have been
2017, not 2016.

Data Protection and Data Retention Task Group


The Task Group was still active and it had been agreed that it
would continue for a further 12 months.

AGREED:
That the Work Programme be noted
60.

ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE
URGENT.
There were none.
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(The meeting ended at 7.31 pm)
(End of minutes)
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Agenda Item 2.b)

Minutes of a meeting of the JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL AND
POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL held in the Council Chamber, Council Offices,
Priory Road, Spalding, on Thursday, 25 January 2018 at 6.30 pm.
PRESENT
B Alcock
G R Aley
J R Astill
F Biggadike
M D Booth

C J T H Brewis
G K Dark
L J Eldridge
A M Newton
J L Reynolds

M D Seymour
E J Sneath
A R Woolf
Whitbourn
P E Coupland

Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors H Drury,
A Harrison, J L King and J Tyrrell
In Attendance: Executive Director Commercialisation, Head of Finance, Democratic
Services Manager, Democratic Services Officer

Action By

25.

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN
Cllr Woolf was elected Chairman

26.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Councillor Harrison, Councillor
King, Councillor Drury and Councillor Tyrell

27.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
CPBS and Welland Homes

28.
DRAFT BUDGET, MEDIUM TERM PLAN AND CAPITAL
STRATEGY (SCRUTINY)

Consultation feedback - electric car charging points;
Query - Council tax – below £5 envelope or 3% whichever the
greater.
Members were given a presentation from Christine Marshall
outlining the budget setting, including the; General Fund,
HRA and Capital Programme.
(Cllr McLean entered the chamber at 18:42)
Next Steps
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Public consultation ending
Cabinet 13th February
Members were invited to discuss and question the content of
the presentation they had received:
General fund
It was questioned that if the costs relating to vehicles were taken
out of the reserve then that fund could not be used for anything
else. Officers responded that the reserve could be used for any
purpose at the desire of the council. Members stated that the
issue had been raised due to historical difficulties in fund
flexibility, with reserves being ring-fenced strictly.
Members stated that from having read the figures, there was a
clear habit of failure with the budget and being able spend the
budgeted amount. Therefore members wanted assurances from
officers that the budget was realistic. Officers suggested that the
year’s budget was tighter, therefore it was suggested there was a
low risk of underspend. It was stated that the recent partnership
with DWP and Welland Homes successes were examples of how
things were improving in this regard.
The increase in employee costs was mentioned and it was
questioned if this was due to a rise in high skill employees or due
to built-in inflation. Officers claimed that the comparable 2017-18
staff costs figures were not as low as originally suggested due to
the inclusion of savings values. This had been corrected in the
2018-19 staff costs. The increased costs were due to various
factors including inflation, increased pensions, and new service
developments.
Members wanted to know why costs caused a deficit to emerge in
19-20. It was suggested that increasing employee costs were
what caused the forecast together with reducing government
grant support. Officers suggested some resolutions to this,
including raising fees and charges. She also suggested that the
estimated deficit bottom line was actually not a bad position to be
in, because it was not a deficit that was large enough to require
large scale action to resolve.
Members expressed that the reliance upon NNDR New Homes
Bonus should be reduced. Officers stated that a degree of
reliance upon NNDR NHB was acceptable but that it was not a
long term solution.
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Members expressed concern over the status of Legal Services,
wanting to know if officers were convinced they now had a
formula which would deliver a better level of service. Officers
suggested that although they had no control over Legal Services,
levels of service were good and that they were cheaper than
buying in.
Members questioned what plans the council had for using its
share of business rates surplus from the pilot. Officers suggested
that the authority should try to move to investing in more
economic developments and that if the pool performed well it
would develop a decent share. It was recommended that the
authority wait until the pilot was completed and the known value
of any surplus was put into reserve, then the decision would be
made as to how to spend it.
Members mentioned that Crease Drove had been in the budget
for several years and wanted answers as to whether the council
could carry out its budget commitments.
Members wanted to know if the budget had made no allowances
for inflation at all. Officers stated that because the budget was
small it was not going to be increased alongside inflation.
However larger budgets would include built-in inflation. Where
they existed RPI or other indexes would be linked.
Members wanted to refer to pensions. Stating that it was a
continual risk area due to no level of control. Officers stated it was
a national issue and that differences in Lincolnshire existed due to
historical decisions and that the authorities fund was mature –
therefore, fairly predictable. However, there was no control to be
exerted unless the government changed the relevant regulations.
Members raised the UK municipal bond agency. They claimed
that although the authority had invested, they had never received
a statement. Officers agreed to respond to Council over this
issue.
Members wanted to know what the authority was doing to
promote the open to business policy, and to promote
partnerships. Officers suggested that the authority had good
potential for income opportunities through the use of assets, but
also that increases in planning fees would act as a good income
opportunity.
Members asked if leisure contracts were due in 2019 and if they
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were post-this-budget. Officers stated it would be added as is
when implemented but that the contracts had several issues to
resolve. But that there were opportunities to invest to create more
revenue streams here.
Members wanted to know if the upcoming catering contract for
South Holland centre had been examined for value for money and
if revenue opportunities were present here. They also wanted to
know if investment could increase revenue. Officers suggested
that while the leisure market was an interest, it was a competitive
market and that it would require significant investment, suggesting
that the current policy would continue for another 5 years before
issues relating to leisure were addressed. Members expressed
extreme dissatisfaction with the 5 year timescale, suggesting that
this was too long to wait for something to be done about leisure in
the district. Officers rebuffed that if the authority wanted to take
significant steps into improving leisure by commissioning a large
scale leisure project, the turnaround on such a project would be
around the 5 year mark. Therefore it was suggested that 5 years
was a realistic turnaround period and the authority was urged by
both officers and members to consider such a project so that
proceedings could begin in earnest.
Members wanted an explanation as to how the authority had
gotten into the situation with SHC. It would be reported back to
PMP.

JC, RF, CM

Members recalled a transformation meeting which addressed
commercialising assets. It was claimed that this issue had not
since been raised and that asset commercialisation could have
been underway. Officers suggested that some projects (i.e.
crease drove) had made good progress, therefore asset
commercialisation had begun in earnest. However officers did
concede that they had not reached the targets that they had
hoped to yet, but that projects were picking up speed.
Members reiterated that Councillors could have good insight and
to bring issues straight to council would miss out on members’
good ideas for commercialisation. It was suggested that a joint
panel should be organised.
Members claimed that recommendations made by task groups on
leisure had been accepted but nothing had ever happened.
Members followed up on commercialisation of assets and wanted
to mention that there should be an opportunity to look into the
finer details of such possibilities.
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HRA
Members suggested that the authority needed to increase its
resources to carry out the programme. They also wanted to know
if the HRA could impact upon the general fund. It was answered
in the negative, that HRA stood alone.
Capital Programme
Members wanted to mention Spalding special expenses.
Increases had materialised in areas such as allotments. It was
requested that an allocation be made in the budget for these
expenses, or that they come from the contingency. Officers stated
that this issue would be addressed in Cabinet.
Members wanted to be updated on Spalding Cemetery costs.
Officers stated that they would get back to members in greater
detail

JC, RF, CM

Members mentioned that the Spalding Town forum viewing the
Spalding special expenses had seemed to end. Officers
suggested that this was not intentional and that it would be
addressed at the next forum in March.
Spalding Town Forum, it was noted, required a special meeting to
be arranged so that the Spalding Special Expenses could be
examined in fine detail.

JC, DS

Members asked how the contents of this meeting would move
forward. Officers suggested that they would be fed into the report
for cabinet. Members requested a summary of the meetings
content to double check. Officers provided this summary.
Members mentioned that the authorities used to receive
information over the uses and costs of leisure facilities but that the
members seemed not to be involved in this anymore, but that the
members had a right to that information. Officers answered that
the members would receive a budget book and that the
JC, RF, CM
Councillors’ feedback could be noted and that information could
be fed back to members. It was agreed that PMP should look at
this. Especially if looking at leisure
ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE
URGENT
29.

None
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(The meeting ended at 8.22 pm)
(End of minutes)
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Agenda Item 2.c)

Minutes of a meeting of the JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL AND
POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL held in the Council Chamber, Council Offices,
Priory Road, Spalding, on Tuesday, 24 April 2018 at 6.30 pm.
PRESENT
G R Aley
J R Astill
F Biggadike
M D Booth
T A Carter
H Drury

L J Eldridge
A Harrison
J D McLean
A M Newton
J L Reynolds
M D Seymour

E J Sneath
A C Tennant
J Tyrrell
Whitbourn
A R Woolf

Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors B Alcock,
C J T H Brewis and J L King.
In Attendance: The Executive Councillor, Commercial and Environmental
Management at Lincolnshire County Council (Chairman of the Lincolnshire Waste
Partnership), the Portfolio Holder for Place (SHDC), the Senior Commissioning
Officer (Waste) at Lincolnshire County Council, the Environmental Services Manager
(SHDC) and the Democratic Services Officer.
Action By

30.

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN
Councillor A R Woolf was elected Chairman for the duration of the
meeting.

31.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
There were no declarations of interest.

32.

CONSULATION OF THE LINCOLNSHIRE JOINT MUNICIPAL
WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
The Senior Commissioning Officer (Waste) at Lincolnshire County
Council provided the Joint Panel with a presentation. It provided
information on the following:







Who formed the Lincolnshire Waste Partnership (LWP);
Which waste functions were undertaken by which partner of
the LWP;
Strategic Drivers to the proposed Strategy;
Vision for the Strategy;
Process for consultation on the Strategy, how the Strategy
would be finalised and actioned; and
Members roles in the process
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Members of the Joint Panel had also received a report, appended
to which were the Strategy consultation draft, the Strategy
consultation draft (summary), and the Waste Strategy Public
Consultation Survey.
Members considered the information from the report and the
presentation, and the following issues were raised. Responses
were provided by a panel of officers and members consisting of
the Executive Councillor, Commercial and Environmental
Management at Lincolnshire County Council (who was in
attendance in his capacity as the Chairman of the Lincolnshire
Waste Partnership); the Portfolio Holder for Place (SHDC); the
Senior Commissioning Officer (Waste) at Lincolnshire County
Council; and the Environmental Services Manager (SHDC).


The Portfolio Holder Place stated that the proposed Strategy
would lay out high level ambitions and goals. SHDC was out
of step with neighbouring local authorities with regard to waste
collection, but the Authority would hold with the principle of
responding to what local residents said as part of the
consultation. If change was proposed, a significant body of
evidence would be required to illustrate why changes were
being made. The Lincolnshire Waste Partnership was
currently in the early stages of considering processes for
waste collection and recycling. The main priority was to get
best value for Council Tax payers, and trying to keep costs
down while being tuned in to residents wishes.



SHDC was unique in the area in undertaking weekly waste
and recycling collections in sacks. Would this continue?
o Weekly collections could continue if this was the
preferred option. Once all issues had been
considered, and where there was sufficient evidence
to be presented to elected members, current
collection methods could continue, despite cost, if
members were happy to continue as currently. The
purpose of the partnership was to make most
effective use of resources however, waste collection
was still a local choice.
o Officers also clarified that legislation meant that the
waste collection authority decided how waste would
be collected. The disposal authority stipulated
where it was dropped off.
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Incorrect items being placed in waste and recycling bags
continued to be a problem. This problem had to be overcome
for the Strategy to work well. What could be done to help
educate the public?
o Contamination in recycling was a problem and going
forward, consideration needed to be given to
ensuring that only products that did not crosscontaminate were put together. Instructions for the
public needed to be kept simple – this was not
necessarily the case presently. Clear instructions of
what could go in each bag was required.



An action plan was not included as part of the consultation – it
was suggested that by having sight of this, it would be easier
for respondents to see how proposals may affect them.
o The consultation process had specifically not
included an action plan as the consultation aimed to
produce ideas and opinions. Officers would use
these ideas and opinions to produce an action plan
using responses that were felt to be feasible and
affordable.



Why was the Strategy being looked at now, before the
outcomes of Brexit and how legislation may be affected was
known?
o There were many factors affecting waste issues, not
only Brexit. The LWP had not had a new Strategy
for many years, hence the need for one now. In
addition, the Partnership did not want a stationary
strategy – it would to be responsive and would not
be a static document.



Table 5.18 within the draft Consultation document (providing
information on residual and total waste vs recycling rates for
local authorities in Lincolnshire in 2016/17) showed that
household waste reused, recycled or composted within SHDC
was the lowest of all authorities in the County. Could other
districts’ practices be used to improve SHDC’s figures?
o Other authorities included garden waste tonnage in
their figures which accounted for much of their
higher rates. SHDCs figure of 28% was a good
representative figure however, contamination issues
were a problem – this needed to be looked at but
money was required to do this.
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Could the Authority be fined for not hitting targets?
o No, it was a national target and SHDC contributed to
this as a whole. Targets were not necessarily the
best measure, it was more important to do the right
thing and recycling needed to be dealt with in the
correct way.



How could the message relating to waste/recycling/littering be
communicated, both to the indigenous population and those
residents whose first language was not English?
o This was an issue and sometimes cultural
differences were more of a problem than language.
These messages generally needed to be
communicated but would be one of the most difficult
to address.
o Education in schools would be important, with
children spreading the message.



Could engagement with businesses be undertaken e.g. what
were businesses doing to reduce waste or, from a commercial
perspective, could digestion plants take product in?
o There were a number of issues with anaerobic
digestion, including the need for a consistent
feedstock, the exact makeup of which varied
between facilities.
o Officers reiterated that there was a real desire to do
something productive with the waste collected, and
going forward, viable options needed to be
investigated.



Real efforts needed to be made in clearing up the District – the
public had to be educated in disposing of waste correctly, and
fines given to those that fly-tipped and littered.
o Members were advised that two Community Warden
posts had been created and appointments to these
posts made – funding for these posts was for two
years. Their prime role was to issue fixed penalty
notices to those that littered, and an increase in
fines should be seen at a local level.



Could people be incentivised to recycle?
o Education was the main factor – this had been
scaled back over the years at a local level, but it
was hoped that one of the outcomes of a new
Strategy would be a greater focus on education.
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Over the years, there had been a number of changes to the
way in which recycling was undertaken. There was a real
feeling that the public wanted to be ‘greener’ and recycle
effectively. Ways needed to be found to engage with the
public in this respect and make it easier for them.
o Consistency of collections was more important than
how it was undertaken by different authorities. The
current combination of materials collected could be
changed, and there were many combinations and
collection methods available. It was important to
gain an idea of the desire/commitment to change
and then officers/members would work out how this
could be taken forward.
o Members were of the opinion that recycling should
be split, keeping glass, metal and plastics together,
separate from paper and cardboard, but collected
on the same days.

Members thanked officers for the information provided. Officers
advised that, in addition to the points raised in the meeting,
members should also respond individually to the consultation:
The link to the Lincolnshire Joint Municipal Waste Management
Strategy consultation web page was:
https://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/recycle-for-lincolnshire/wastestrategy-for-lincolnshire/
The email address for queries was:
wastestrategy@lincolnshire.gov.uk
AGREED:
a) That the contents of the report and appendices be noted;
b) That the following issues raised by the Joint Panel be taken
forward:




Educating residents was seen as an essential tool in
reducing littering, and increasing the uptake of valid
recycling;
Enforcement - encourage the public not to litter or fly tip
and where possible, fine perpetrators;
Keep recycling processes simple – the national mood to be
‘greener’ should be harnessed and the most cost effective
and environmentally friendly solutions should be sought;
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The Portfolio Holder Place and the Environmental Services
Team to look at how glass, metal and plastics could be
collected with paper and cardboard but kept separate;
Continuity of collections; and

c) That members respond on an individual basis to the
consultation on the draft Lincolnshire Joint Municipal Waste
Management Strategy.
33.

ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE
URGENT
There were no urgent items.

(The meeting ended at 8.31 pm)
(End of minutes)
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KEY DECISION PLAN

Issued – 4 June 2018

The Key Decision Plan shows all Key decisions that the Council is likely to make over the next twelve months
The Key Decision Plan is updated on a rolling basis and shows the decisions that will be considered and the date when the decision is
expected to be made. In accordance with the Council’s Constitution the DECISIONS detailed within this document, unless otherwise
stated, come into force and may then be implemented on the expiry of a 5 working day call-in period from the date of publication of
any decision.
Key decisions are: “A decision which, in relation to an executive function, has a significant effect on communities in two or more
Wards of the Council and / or is likely to result in the Authority incurring expenditure, generating income or making savings in any
single financial year above the threshold of £75,000 in respect of revenue expenditure and £180,000 in respect of capital expenditure.”
Significant decisions are: 1. A decision made in connection with setting the Council Tax; 2. A decision to approve any matter relating
to a Policy or Strategic Plan; 3. Any non-Executive decision which significantly affects the community in two or more wards or electoral
divisions. Some of the decisions will be recommendations to full Council, particularly if they impact on the Budget and the Policy
Framework (comprising of statutory plans and strategies)
PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION

1

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION

Agenda Item 7.
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Representations in respect of all the matters shown should be sent in writing, at least one week before the date or period the decision
is likely to be made, to:
Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE
Telephone: 01775 764451 Fax: 01775 711253 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT
Portfolio Holder
for Housing and
Health

PURPOSE OF DECISION

To award a contract.

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION
Portfolio Holder for
Housing.

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION
Housing Landlord
Manager Before 30 Jun
2018

Meetings and discussions.
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CSU Building
Materials
Contract
Portfolio Holder
for Housing and
Health

To award the EMSC to the successful
supplier from the outcome of the
procurement process

Officer Decisions Before
30 Jun 2018
Meetings and discussions

CSU Electrical
Materials Supply
Contract (EMSC)
2017 - 2021
Portfolio Holder
for Housing and
Health

New sewerage
maintenance
contract for
council housing
stock

To award new sewerage maintenance
contract for the housing stock.

Portfolio Holder for
Housing Landlord,
Housing Manager.
Informal meetings and
discussions.

2

Housing Landlord
Manager Before 30 Jun
2018

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION

Portfolio Holder for To formally consider the acceptance
Growth and
of HIF funding from Homes England,
Commercialisation alongside consideration and approval
of a funding agreement.
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Spalding Western
Relief Road /
Northern Spalding
SUE - Acceptance
of Housing
Infrastructure
Fund
Portfolio Holder for To consider the adoption of the Joint
Place
Municipal Waste Management
Strategy
Lincolnshire
Waste Partnership
- Joint Municipal
Waste
Management
Strategy

3

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION

Spalding
Western Relief
Road / Northern
Spalding SUE Acceptance of
Housing
Infrastructure
Fund

South Holland District
Council 12 Sep 2018

Lincolnshire
Waste
Partnership Joint Municipal
Waste
Management
Strategy

Cabinet 20 Nov 2018

*Cabinet Membership
The Lord Porter of Spalding CBE (Leader)
Councillor C N Worth (Deputy Leader of the Council)
Councillor M G Chandler (Deputy Leader)
Councillor A Casson (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor P E Coupland (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor R Gambba-Jones (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor C Johnson (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor C J Lawton (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor G J Taylor (Portfolio Holder)
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If you have any comments or queries regarding any of the entries in the Key Decision Plan please contact:
Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE
Telephone: 01775 764451 Fax: 01775 711253 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk
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Approved
Date

Policy Review Policy Status
Cycle

Policy Risk
Level

Final Panel for
Approval

Date to Final
Approval Panel

Assigned To

Street Naming and
Numbering Policy

Statutory

01-Jan-2005

3 years

Being
Reviewed

Low

Cabinet

10-Jul-2018

Clinton Bell

Equalities Policy

Non Statutory

31-Jan-2014

3 years

Being
Reviewed

Low

Full Council

10-Jul-2018

Greg Pearson

Freedom of Information Statutory
(FoI) Policy

01-Jun-2014

3 years

Being
Reviewed

High

Cabinet

10-Jul-2018

Greg Pearson

Corporate Asbestos
Policy

Statutory

22-Jun-2016

2 years

Being
Reviewed

High

Cabinet

17-Oct-2018

Emily Ferrier1; Nick
Kendrick

Safeguarding Policy

Statutory

01-May-2014

3 years

Being
Reviewed

High

Cabinet

20-Nov-2018

Donna Hall

South Holland Common Statutory
Housing Allocations
Policy

01-Jun-2013

3 years

Being
Reviewed

High

Full Council

28-Nov-2018

Phil Stacey

Hate Crime Policy

Non Statutory

01-Jan-2016

3 years

Approved

High

County Strategy

31-Dec-2018

Dee Bedford

Constitution

Statutory

18-Jan-2018

1 year

Approved

High

Full Council

17-Jan-2019

Rhonda Booth

Gambling Policy Constitutional
Statement of Principles

16-Dec-2015

3 years

Approved

High

Full Council

20-Jan-2019

Donna Hall

Strategic Tenancy
Policy

Statutory

12-Sep-2012

3 years

Being
Reviewed

Low

Cabinet

01-Feb-2019

Matthew Hogan

Corporate Plan

Constitutional

08-Mar-2018

1 year

Approved

High

Full Council

21-Feb-2019

Greg Pearson

Corporate Charging
Policy - Accounting
Services

Constitutional

08-Mar-2018

1 year

Approved

Medium

Full Council

27-Feb-2019

Mark Astbury

Medium Term Financial Constitutional
Strategy

08-Mar-2018

1 year

Approved

Medium

Full Council

27-Feb-2019

Mark Astbury

Treasury Management Constitutional
Strategy Statement

08-Mar-2018

1 year

Approved

Medium

Full Council

27-Feb-2019

Mark Astbury

1
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Policy Title

Policy Title

Policy Type

Policy Review Policy Status
Cycle

Policy Risk
Level

Final Panel for
Approval

Date to Final
Approval Panel

Assigned To

Treasury Policy
Constitutional
Statement & Clauses to
be Adopted

08-Mar-2018

1 year

Approved

Medium

Full Council

27-Feb-2019

Mark Astbury

Minimum Revenue
Provision Policy
Statement

Constitutional

08-Mar-2018

1 year

Approved

Medium

Full Council

27-Feb-2019

Mark Astbury

Capital Strategy

Constitutional

08-Mar-2018

1 year

Approved

Medium

Full Council

08-Mar-2019

Mark Astbury

Affordable Housing
Policy

Non Statutory

01-Jan-2009

3 years

Being
Reviewed

Low

Cabinet

04-Apr-2019

Matthew Hogan

Asset Management
Strategy

Constitutional

18-Jun-2014

5 years

Approved

High

Full Council

20-Jun-2019

Gerry McKevitt

Anti-Social Behaviour
Policy

Statutory

01-Jul-2016

3 years

Approved

High

Cabinet

01-Jul-2019

Dee Bedford

Health & Safety Policy

Statutory

22-Nov-2017

2 years

Approved

High

Cabinet

01-Nov-2019

Emily Ferrier1; Nick
Kendrick

HR Policy Handbook

Non Statutory

18-Jan-2017

3 years

Approved

Medium

Full Council

20-Jan-2020

Claire Burton

Statement of Licensing Constitutional
Policy

07-Jan-2016

4 years

Approved

High

Full Council

20-Jan-2020

Donna Hall

AHM Collections
Development Policy

Non Statutory

01-Feb-2018

2 years

Approved

Medium

Cabinet

27-Mar-2020

Julia Knight

AHM Collections Care
and Conservation
Policy

Non Statutory

01-Feb-2018

2 years

Approved

Medium

Cabinet

27-Mar-2020

Julia Knight

Corporate Debt Policy - Non Statutory
Accounting Services

25-Jul-2017

3 years

Approved

Low

Cabinet

25-Jul-2020

Mark Astbury

Sexual Establishments Non Statutory
Policy Statement

06-Sep-2017

3 years

Approved

Medium

Licensing
Committee

06-Sep-2020

Donna Hall

Unreasonable
Behaviour and
vexatious requests

Non Statutory

21-Nov-2017

3 years

Approved

Medium

Cabinet

01-Nov-2020

Sarah WolstenholmeSmy

Counter Fraud and
Corruption Policy

Non Statutory

14-Dec-2017

3 years

Approved

Low

Cabinet

14-Dec-2020

Faye Haywood; Emma
Hodds

Whistleblowing Policy - Statutory
Confidential Reporting
Code

14-Dec-2017

3 years

Approved

High

Full Council

14-Dec-2020

Faye Haywood; Emma
Hodds

Data Protection Policy

29-May-2018

3 years

Approved

High

Cabinet

29-May-2021

Mark Stinson

29-May-2018

3 years

Approved

Medium

Cabinet

29-May-2021

Sarah Shipley
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Approved
Date

Statutory

Corporate Enforcement Non Statutory
Policy

2
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Agenda Item 9.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Rob Walker, Executive Director - Place

To:

Policy Development Panel Tuesday, 26 June 2018

(Author:

Clinton Bell, Building Consultancy Manager)

Subject

Draft Revised Street Naming and Numbering Policy

Purpose:

To update the Panel on the draft revised Street Naming and Numbering
Policy.

Recommendation(s):
1) That the Policy Development Panel review the draft revised Street Naming and Numbering
Policy with an intention to returning a final revised Policy to a future meeting of the Panel
before recommending its adoption to Cabinet.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Council has a duty under the Public Health Act 1925 to ensure that all roads in South
Holland District are named and all properties numbered or named. The responsibility for
dealing with applications for street naming and numbering, or re-naming, or re-numbering is
administered by the Council’s Building Control section who will ensure that this information
is relayed to appropriate organisations.

1.2

To ensure that this service is operated effectively and efficiently it is necessary to set out
procedures and performance standards. The current Street Naming and Numbering Policy
was originally adopted in 2005. It is therefore timely to review its contents.

1.3

The main purpose of the policy is to provide a workable framework for the Council to
operate its street naming and numbering function effectively and efficiently according to set
procedures and performance standards, for the benefit of the residents of and visitors to
South Holland. It outlines how this will be carried out providing: guidelines on choice of
name for streets in new development, design and positioning of street name plates, repair,
maintenance and numbering/naming of properties; cost recovery; refunds; records;
timescales; enforcement; and, appeals.

1.4

The main changes proposed in the reviewed policy relate to charging for the work that
South Holland Building Control carry out in relation to street naming and numbering. The
power to charge falls under section 93 of the Local Government Act 2003. This sets out
that a local authority may charge for discretionary services. Discretionary services are
those services that an authority has the power but not a duty to provide. An authority may
charge where the person who receives the service has agreed to its provision and the
charge must not exceed the cost of providing the service. The Council cannot charge for
Street Naming services (since the duty to provide this service is not discretionary), but it
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can charge for elements of the naming and numbering function (which is a discretionary
service) by virtue of Section 64 and 65 of the 1847 Act coupled with Section 93 of the 2003.
1.5

Where a local authority wishes to charge for discretionary services, Section 93 of the Local
Government Act 2003 allows charging on a 'not for profit' basis, that is, the Council can
only aim to recover costs incurred. This is to encourage improvements to existing services
and to develop new services with the aim of improving overall services to the customer.

1.6

All new development within South Holland will require the use of the Street Naming and
Numbering function, as all new development needs address data, be they residential or
commercial. There is a considerable amount of resource, both in staff time and associated
costs that are incurred in the Street Naming and Numbering process.

1.7

The draft revised policy proposes to charge in the follow instances:
• Consultation and liaising with other external organisations such as Royal Mail,
Parish/Town Councils, Ward Members (as a non-statutory element of naming
streets).
• The naming of new streets.
• The naming and/or numbering of new properties (including conversions).
• Alteration in either name or numbers to new developments after initial naming
and/or numbering has been undertaken.
• Renaming of existing properties.
• Addition of names to an already numbered property.
• Confirmation of existing addresses.
• Challenges to existing official naming/numbering schemes/addresses held within
the Street naming and Numbering records.

1.8

A draft schedule of charges is contained in the appendix to the attached draft revised
policy. These costs have been calculated based on the Building Control service’s
experience of the time taken to undertake such tasks and by applying the approved hourly
rate of £57.67.

1.9

There are no other fundamental changes to the policy with the procedures remaining
largely unchanged. The 2005 policy is still deemed to be fit for purpose in this regard.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

That the Policy Development Panel review the draft revised Street Naming and Numbering
Policy with an intention to return a final revised Policy to a future meeting of the Panel
before recommending its adoption to Cabinet.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

There have been no changes to the Council’s responsibilities in respect of street naming
and numbering. The Council is still required to provide this service and to ensure there is
no confusion over addresses of properties in the District.

3.2

There are limited changes to the policy in terms of procedure. The main proposed change
is to potentially charge for this service and generate income for the Council. Other
Councils are known to be charging for these works. It is therefore reasonable for South
Holland to explore this opportunity further.
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3.3

The views of the Panel on the draft revised policy are invited prior to returning a final
version of the policy to a future Panel with a view to recommending its adoption to Cabinet.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

To ensure that the current policy is up to date and fit for purpose, providing clarity as to how
streets and properties should be named and numbered.

4.2

There is also the opportunity to generate a new income stream and provide clarity on how
this will be carried out.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1
5.1.1

Constitutional & Legal
The Council must provide property numbering schemes under the Public Health Act 1925.
The power to charge falls under section 93 of the Local Government Act 2003. This sets
out that a local authority may charge for discretionary services. Discretionary services are
those services that an authority has the power but not a duty to provide. An authority may
charge where the person who receives the service has agreed to its provision and the
charge must not exceed the cost of providing the service. The Council cannot charge for
Street Naming services (since the duty to provide this service is not discretionary), but it
can charge for elements of the naming and numbering function (which is a discretionary
service), as outlined above, by virtue of Section 64 and 65 of the 1847 Act coupled with
Section 93 of the 2003.

5.1.2

In accordance with the law and the Council’s Constitution, this is an executive function
exercisable by the Cabinet.

5.2
5.2.1

Financial
Any potential introduction of a charge for this service will generate income for the Council.
Detailed analysis of the potential for income has not been carried out. However, as a
benchmark East Lindsey Building Control Service, who also charge in this manner,
generated £10,000 last year.

5.3
5.3.1

Health & Wellbeing
Clear street naming and property numbering makes it easier for the emergency services to
locate properties.

5.4
5.4.1

Reputation
Where streets have been poorly named or numbered in the past the Council have received
adverse press publicity, this policy seeks to eliminate that.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

All wards and communities are affected.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

None
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Background papers:Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

None

Clinton Bell, Building Consultancy Manager
cbell@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

N

Exempt Decision:

N

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Draft revised Street Naming and Numbering Policy
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1. Introduction
The District Council requires street name plates to be clearly legible and to conform to
the Council’s agreed specification. Wherever possible the name plates should enhance
the street scene and preserve the local character and identity.
Clearly legible street name plates are essential for the emergency and postal services
as well as for the convenience and safety of the general public. It should be
remembered that street name plates need to be legible by night as well as by day.
The principles of this policy are supported in law under the following Acts:
• Disability Discrimination Act 1995
• Public Health Act 1925 (sections 17,19)
• Public Health Act 1907 (section 21)
and South Holland District Council’s:
• Code of Conduct
• Consultation and Participation Strategy and Methods
• Vision and Corporate Plan

2. What is our aim?
The aim of this policy is to provide a workable framework for South Holland District
Council to operate its street naming and numbering function effectively and efficiently
according to set procedures and performance standards, for the benefit of the residents
of and visitors to South Holland.

3. Why are we doing it?
The Council has a duty to ensure that all roads in South Holland District are named
and all properties numbered or named. The responsibility for dealing with applications
for street naming and numbering, or re-naming, or re-numbering will be administered
by the Council’s Building Control section who will ensure that this information is relayed
to appropriate organisations. To ensure that the service is operated effectively and
efficiently it is necessary to set out procedures and performance standards.

4. How will we do it?
This policy is divided into several sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Guidelines
Cost recovery
Records
Time scales
Enforcement
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•

Appeal

GUIDELINES
Choice of name for streets in new developments
Whilst the clarity of street numbering, naming and name plates is important for all
users, from visitors to the emergency services, street names often preserve facets of a
settlement’s history. In Spalding, for example, the names Herring Lane, Hall Place,
Foundry Lane and Hole-in-the-Wall Passage reflect former activities of the area.
Unfortunately over the years this distinctive naming culture has been replaced by a
trend for using names with no significant meaning for the location. However, it is hoped
that by thoughtful, informed choice of street names such as Cley Hall Drive and Castle
Fields, new developments can help to preserve and strengthen the local identity.
In choosing street names, developers and individuals will be required to respect the
proper meaning of terms such as ‘Close’, ‘Drive’, ‘Court’ etc which are in danger of
being lost through inappropriate use.
To prevent confusion names must not be similar to, or sound similar to others in the
same town, village or postal region.
The 'Postal Region' is used throughout this document, and is as defined by Royal Mail
and adopted by South Holland District Council for the avoidance of confusion. It
consists of the first 3 or 4 digits of the first part of the postal code and the first digit of
the second part of the postal code, i.e. PE11 3.. , PE12 9.., PE6 0.. and this definition
will be used throughout this document.
Preference will be given to names drawing on topographical features or historical
association of the site or surrounding area.
Design of street name plates
In conservation areas and all other parts of a town or village where historic street signs
remain, the historic signs must be retained. If a structure carrying a historic sign is to be
demolished or redeveloped, the sign must be retained, refurbished and re-used.
In new developments the design shall be as set out in the Council’s Supplementary
Guidance (Appendix B) for street name-plates which has been drawn up in accordance
with Ministry of Transport Circular 3/93.
Positioning of street name plates
Street name plates should normally be mounted in the preferred order, on legs, on
walls, buildings, railings or boundary structures at the nearest point to the highway
boundary or back edge of footway.
Location requirements are set out in the Council’s Supplementary Guidance (Appendix
B).
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Repair and maintenance
The current stock will be maintained by the Council and a rolling programme will be
introduced to bring the existing street name plates up to the Council’s agreed standard.
The Council has a responsibility to carry out a survey of the condition of the District’s
existing street name plates and Parish Councils and Civic Societies will be encouraged
to assist in the identification of damaged, missing or signs in poor state of repair.
Numbering/naming of properties
Mandatory numbering will be applied to both new and existing properties during any
renumbering or postal identification process of properties. On occasion there may be
exemptions to this process, however, these will be at the discretion of the Council.
Naming of properties with no number displayed is only acceptable where there is no
current numbering scheme in place
COST RECOVERY
The Power to charge falls under Section 93 of the Local Government Act 2003. This
sets out that a local authority may charge for discretionary services. Discretionary
services are those services that an authority has the power but not a duty to provide.
An authority may charge where the person who receives the service has agreed to its
provision and the charge must not exceed the cost of providing the service. The
Council cannot charge for Street Naming services (since the duty to provide this
service is not discretionary), but it can charge for elements of the naming and
numbering function (which is a discretionary service) by virtue of Sections 64 and 65 of
the 1847 Act coupled with Section 93 of the 2003 Act
For Street Naming and Numbering the charges cover the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation and liaising with other external organisations, such as Royal Mail,
Parish/Town Councils, Ward Members (as a non-statutory element of naming
streets).
The naming of new streets.
The naming and/or numbering of new properties (including conversions).
Alteration in either name or numbers to new developments after initial naming
and/or numbering has been undertaken.
Renaming of existing properties.
Addition of names to an already numbered property.
Confirmation of existing addresses.
Challenges to existing official naming/numbering schemes/addresses held within
the Street Naming and Numbering records.

All charges are to be paid prior to any service being provided. Please note: Any change
to a property name/number made without contacting the Council will not be officially
recognized and will not be registered with service providers and/or other organisations.
The Scale of Charges for Street Naming and Numbering can be found in Appendix A.
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Fees and charges applicable for Street Naming and Numbering service(s) will be
annually reviewed during the Council's budget setting process and publicized through
the Council's agreed communication channels including the website.
Payment can be made by phone by contacting us on 01775 764723 after completing
the appropriate application form. Large developments may be invoiced if required and
payment made via the methods indicated on the invoice.
Where a local authority wishes to charge for discretionary services, Section 93 of the
Local Government Act 2003 allows charging on a 'not for profit' basis, that is, the
Council can only aim to recover costs incurred. This is to encourage improvements to
existing services and to develop new services with the aim of improving overall
services to the customer.
All new development within South Holland will require the use of the Street Naming and
Numbering function, as all new development needs address data, be they residential or
commercial. There is a considerable amount of resource, both in staff time and
associated costs that are incurred in the Street Naming and Numbering process.
REFUNDS
Where an application form and fee has been submitted and a naming/numbering
scheme has already been issued, no refund of fee will be available. No refund of the
street naming fee can be made once a name has been submitted for the consultation
period.
It has been agreed by the District Council that any Parish/Town council requiring a
‘leading to’ sign to be installed in addition to, or instead of, the mandatory sign, will be
liable to pay 50% of the cost involved in purchasing and installing such a sign. This
percentage split will be assessed and agreed on an annual basis by the District
Council.
Where an existing sign is damaged, and the person or persons responsible is known,
then the cost of replacing the sign, including any administrative charges, will be
recovered from them. There will be no profit element in this charge.
RECORDS
Written records will be issued to interested parties and the information stored in
electronic format by the Council.
TIME SCALES
Street numbering will be effective 7 working days from the date of issue of the
schedule.
Street renumbering will be effective, following completion of the necessary
consultation and decision making process, from the date of issue of the schedule.
Street naming will be effective, following all necessary consultations and approvals,
from the date of issue of the schedule.
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Street renaming - Following consultation with and agreement from relevant
stakeholders. Owners/occupiers will receive notification of the intended street renaming
6 months prior to implementation, a further two notices will be issued at 28 and 7 days
prior to implementation.
Installation of street signs by the Council - Signs will be erected within 4 weeks of
delivery of the signs from the manufacturer.
Installation of street signs by developers - Signs will be installed within 14 days of
occupation of the first property in the development.
ENFORCEMENT
On occasion action may be required to ensure that names and numbers are correctly
displayed. Initially, an informal approach will be attempted to resolve the issue. If
however this fails to achieve a satisfactory solution, the authority may resort to litigation
through the Magistrate’s Court.
APPEAL
If any resident/owner or interested party wishes to appeal against a decision of the
Council they should in the first instance seek to do so through the Council’s complaints
procedure. If this fails to satisfy they have the right to seek redress through the
Magistrate’s Court under the Public Health Act 1925.
WHO IS AFFECTED BY THIS POLICY?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Councillors
Parish/Town Councils
Citizens of South Holland
Business operating within South Holland
All permanent and temporary employees of the Council
Contractors and sub-contractors
Service users

5. How will we measure our progress?
Monitoring and review
The Building Consultancy Manager will review the operation of this policy 12 Months
after its implementation. The outcomes and effectiveness of the policy may be
managed by the use of local key performance indicators.
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The policy will be monitored in the following ways:
MONITORING ACTIVITY
Check to see if the policy has been
implemented effectively
Data collection and quarterly reporting
Periodic check of performance
Review of policy
Survey of customer satisfaction
Guidance package on implementation and
use for new customers
External auditing to be in conjunction with
Building Control Service

PERSON RESPONSIBLE
Building Consultancy Manager
Building Consultancy Manager
Building Consultancy Manager
Building Consultancy Manager
Building Consultancy Manager
Building Consultancy Manager
Building Consultancy Manager

Complaints/grievance procedure
If any member of the public or member of our staff believes that the Council has acted
in a way that is not in accordance with this policy the Council’s formal complaints
procedure and grievance policy should be followed. Appropriate action will be taken to
remedy any breaches.

6. Who will do this?
The commitment of everyone in the South Holland District, including District
Councillors, Town/Parish councils, local interest groups, businesses, residents and
employees is essential to make this policy a success. The Building Consultancy
Manager has operational responsibility for this service, whilst overall responsibility rests
with the Planning and Building Control Manager.

7. Appendices
Appendix A - Scale of Charges for Street Naming and Numbering
Appendix B – Supplementary Guidance
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Appendix A – Schedule of Street Naming and Numbering
Charges

Draft Schedule of Street
Naming and Numbering
Charges
Existing Addresses (or addresses on new developments where schedules of numbering scheme
have already been agreed and issued)
Type of Project
Renaming/Renumbering/Adding Name to an
Already Numbered property
Development renumbering due to change in
layout (plot numbers or positions)
Renaming/Renumbering of street where
requested by residents

Charge
£40.00
£25 per plot requiring renumbering
Fees dependent on number of properties
(see fees for New Addresses below)

New Addresses (new plots added to an existing street)
Naming/Numbering of up to 5 new
properties
Naming/Numbering from 6 to 25 new
properties
Naming/Numbering from 26 to 75 new
properties
Naming/Numbering of more than 75
properties
Naming/Numbering following conversion of
existing property to alternative configuration
Re-issue of an address for a replacement
dwelling

£40.00 per plot (capped at £120.00)
£120.00 plus £15.00 per plot (capped at
£350.00)
£120.00 plus £10.00 per plot (capped at
£750.00)
Price on application
£40.00 plus £10.00 per property
£50.00

New Addresses (new plots combined with creation of new streets(s))
Additional charge where new street names
required

£100.00 up to 5 new street names plus
£10.00
per additional street thereafter
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Appendix B – Supplementary Guidance
1. INTRODUCTION
As set out under the Public Health Act 1925, the Council must provide property
numbering schemes and implement the name of every street to be conspicuously
displayed in or near the street. Ministry of Transport Circular 3/93 reminds Authorities
of the need to maintain such property numbering scheme and all street name plates to
a good standard, improving existing standards where necessary. It is the Council’s
duty under the Street Naming and Numbering Policy to implement its procedures in
accordance with the attached Supplementary Guidance.
2. STREET NAMING (NEW DEVELOPMENTS) PROCEDURE
2.1.1. It is advisable that the builder, owner or developer submits suggestions for
street names for agreement as early as possible in the application/build
process. This is particularly relevant on large developments where sales
promotion literature often includes names, which may not have been
approved and may be unacceptable to the District Council. Builders,
developers and owners will be asked to provide a number of alternative
names, which should not duplicate, or sound similar, to other names in the
town, village or Postal District. Three suggestions are requested as a
minimum. It is necessary for the Council to consult the appropriate parish or
town council and ward members and a 21 day period for objections to be
submitted is specified to avoid unnecessary delay. Only valid reasons for
objections will be considered.
2.1.2. It is suggested that prior to any names being proposed, local opinion is
sought on possible names e.g. through the local parish or town council. This
should help to identify names with particular relevance to the area and
preserve links with local history, identity and character.
2.1.3. If appropriate, on receipt of acceptance of a name or names from the ward
member, town or parish council, a decision is made by the Building
Consultancy Manager. In the event of a developer and the consultees
failing to agree a road name and negotiation failing to reach an agreed
solution, the Council must uphold the objection. A report must be prepared
as a matter of urgency for the Portfolio Holder for Place to make a decision.
The developer/owner has the right of appeal to the Magistrate’s Court against
the objection.
2.1.4 The procedure to be followed for street naming is:





Planning permission granted, Building Regulations Approval/Acceptance or
Initial Notice Acceptance.
Letter sent to the developer requesting street name(s) suggestions.
Consult Parish/Town Councils, Ward members on suggestions. The
consultation period will be 2 1 days unless extended with the agreement
of all parties and notified to us by email.
Refusal letter sent to developer/owner if necessary.
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In the event of the developer/owner and the Council failing to reach
agreement on a road name, the Council must object. The developer/owner
has the right of appeal to the Magistrates Court against the objection.
If no objection received from consultees approve road(s) names.
Following the decision, developers/owners should be notified in writing
without delay. The numbering of the new development may also be dealt
with at this time. This will be carried out once official confirmation of the
post code(s) is received from the Post Office Registration Authority following
a request from the Building Consultancy Manager. (This will only be
carried out by the District Council and not the developer/owner).
Where developers use a 'Development Name' for marketing purposes, reuse of that name should be avoided in the final naming schedule.
The final stage is to notify essential services and other interested parties of
the official name and postal numbering of new developments. This list
includes the following:
• Royal Mail Address Management, Local Post Office sorting depot.
• Lincolnshire Fire Authority Headquarters and Boston Fire Station.
• Lincolnshire Ambulance Service.
• Lincolnshire Police Authority.
• BT Openreach.
• Anglian Water Authority.
• East Midlands Electricity/Western Power.
• British Gas.
• Internal Council departments i.e. Council Tax, Electoral Registration.

2.1.5 Following agreement on the name(s) for development the developer/owner will
be issued with guidelines for the manufacture and installation of new signs.
The cost of the signs will be borne by the developer/owner.
2.1.6 The developer/owner will agree the number, position and type of sign(s) to be
installed with South Holland District Council Building Control prior to any
installation. The Council’s decision on location, design and timing of installation
will be final.
2.1.7 The installation of signs will take place when the first property in the relevant
road/development is occupied. If this is not carried out within 14 days of
occupation the Council can take any necessary steps to have this done. If it
becomes necessary for the Council to supply and install any signs, the full cost
including administrative charges will be recharged to the developer/owner.
2.1.8 Following completion of the final property on the site the developer/owner will
contact South Holland District Council Building Control to arrange an audit of
all new signs. Any additional or alterations to the signs will be purchased and
installed by the developer/owner.
2.1.9 Following the audit, any discrepancies found must be rectified within 6 weeks
from the date of written/email notification. If the work is not completed by this
time, South Holland District Council reserves the right to undertake the works
and pass on any costs to the developer.
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3. STREET NUMBERING (NEW DEVELOPMENTS) PROCEDURE
3.1.1 The following procedure for numbering properties will affect all new
developments that will require a postal address.
3.1.2 Main roads should be numbered so that when traveling away from the centre of
town the odd numbers are on the left hand side and even numbers on the right.
Succeeding numbers should be approximately opposite one another; even
though this may mean the omission of certain numbers where frontages vary.
(Suffix letters may be used in such cases as an alternative). Side roads should
be numbered in ascending order from the main road, either consecutively or
odds and evens as appropriate to the layout.
3.1.3 Where a new development consists of 3 or more properties and delivery points
cannot be accessed directly from the existing street, the creation of a new street
and the associated name will be considered. Where the development is less
than 3 new dwellings, suffixes will be used to maintain the numbering
sequence.
3.1.4 The postal authorities (i.e. the Royal Mail Postcode Centre) can be consulted
on numbering pedestrian type layouts and other complex urban developments.
3.1.5 In small groups of low rise flats, dwellings should be numbered within the
ordinary street numbering system, but in tall blocks of flats each flat should be
numbered so that the number indicates the floor level. The numbers of the flats
contained in each block should also appear at the entrance to the block in a
position clearly readable from the roadside.
3.1.6 All houses, offices, business establishments and other premises should be
numbered, preferably with numerals of a minimum size of 62.5mm, and their
numbers should be displayed so as to be in a clearly readable position facing
the road. Mounting may be on gates, gate posts, doors or walls as appropriate,
but ensuring that there is a good colour contrast between the numerals and the
background to which they are fixed.
3.1.7 When considered appropriate a scheme of numbering will be prepared and
implemented. A numbering scheme will be used in all cases except in
exceptional circumstances e.g. where t h e r e i s n o numbering scheme
currently in place for existing surrounding properties or where no existing
logical numbering pattern exists.
3.1.8 It will be the responsibility of the developer/builder to supply all necessary
information/plans to enable a suitable scheme to be prepared.
3.1.9 If deemed necessary letters are sent/delivered to the occupiers of the dwellings
by the developer as soon as possible to assist future occupiers of their postal
address.
3.1.10 Notifications and copies of the scheme are sent to the statutory bodies (as
specified in 2.1.4 above).
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3.1.11 After a reasonable period, the scheme may be surveyed to ascertain the level
of implementation.
3.1.12 If a survey is carried out reminders are sent to those occupiers not complying
with the scheme.
3.1.13 If reminders fail to achieve compliance direct action can be taken through the
Magistrate's Court.
4. EXISTING STREET NAMING AND/OR NUMBERING PROCEDURE
4.1.1. There are occasions where existing naming and or numbering is found to be
unsatisfactory and changes need to be made. Complaints come from many
sources and all should be properly investigated before deciding on a course
of action.
4.1.2. If the Council feels it appropriate that renaming/numbering/renumbering is
required, the essential services should first be consulted and proposals agreed.
4.1.3. It is then necessary to seek consent from two thirds in number of the ratepayers
in the street.
4.1.4. Following the expiry of 28 days, a decision is reached taking into account
objections and other observations received.
4.1.5. A report will be prepared with recommendations for the Place Portfolio
Holder to make the necessary decision.
4.1.6. Once a decision has been made and has not been called in for scrutiny a
scheme will be prepared and implemented.
4.1.7. A letter of notification will be sent to all relevant parties informing them that the
new naming/numbering scheme will be implemented in 6 month’s time from
date of the letter.
4.1.8. Four weeks prior to implementation a further letter will be sent to all parties
reminding them of the pending change-over, stating that they will use their new
official street name/number from given date and all new signs to be placed on
their property as per the schedule.
4.1.9. Where necessary all new street signs will be purchased and installed by South
Holland District Council on the day of change-over.
4.1.10. Notification will be provided to all relevant parties giving details of the
scheme including statutory bodies.
4.1.11. A survey may be carried out after a period of 28 days to ascertain the level of
implementation.
4.1.12. Where necessary a communication will be sent to occupiers not complying
with the scheme of their legal duty to do so.
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4.1.13. The renaming and/or renumbering of existing streets and buildings is
normally only considered when changes occur which give rise or are likely to
give rise to problems for the occupiers, Post Office or Emergency Services.
4.1.14. If notification of difficulties has been received from one of the following
major stakeholders
i.e.
Emergency
Services,
Post
Office,
the
implementation of a renaming/numbering/renumbering exercise will be
undertaken within a shorter timescale due to the serious nature of these
concerns. This will entail reduction of implementation from 6 months to 3
months.
5. NAMING STREETS AND BUILDINGS PROCEDURE
5.1.1. New street names should not duplicate any similar sounding or looking name
already in use in the town, village or Postal District. A variation in the terminal
word, i.e. ‘street’, ‘road’, ‘avenue’, ‘drove’, etc will not be accepted as sufficient
reason to duplicate a name.
5.1.2. It is important to both the Royal Mail and the Emergency Services to avoid
giving streets similar names within the same locality. The close juxtaposition of
similar names such as Riverside, River Bank, Riverside Park and River Lane in
the same area has proved to be a particular source of difficulty. A great variety
of “999” calls are received each day and some callers can be vague in the
details they give. Where names are duplicated it can be extremely difficult to
pinpoint an exact location in order to enable emergency services to attend in
the time allowed. Duplication of any existing street name within the District is to
be avoided.
5.1.3. Street names should not be difficult to pronounce or awkward to spell. In
general, words of more than three syllables should be avoided and this
precludes the use of two words except in special cases.’
5.1.4. Subsidiary names (e.g. a row of buildings within an already named road being
called ’… . terrace’) should not be used.
5.1.5. All new street names should end with one of the following suffixes:Major Roads
Street
Way
Road
Avenue (If to be tree-lined)
Residential Roads
Gate (South Holland’s oldest road name)
Drive
Grove
Lane (if narrow)
Drove
Gardens (subject to there being no confusion with any local open space)
Place
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Bank (if appropriate)
Towns/Villages
Road
Street
Gate
Avenue
Lane
Court – for cul-de-sac or similar roads
Crescent – for a crescent shaped road
Close – for cul-de-sac or similar roads
Square – for a square only surrounded by buildings
Hill – hillside roads only
Circus – for a large roundabout
Terrace – Urban, for a terrace of houses (provided it is not a subsidiary name)
Row – Village, for a terrace of houses (provided it is not a subsidiary name)
Market – If market intended or historic use
Vale )
Dene )
for residents roads only for exceptional use
Mead )
Rise )
Pedestrian Ways
Path
Passage
Lane
Walk
Blocks
Court
House
Chambers
Non acceptable suffixes:
End
Cross
Side
View
Wharf
Walk
Park
Meadow
Grove

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

All these words can of course be incorporated in
a street name provided it terminates with an
appropriate suffix (e.g. Riverside Path)

Exceptions: Single or dual names without suffixes in appropriate places (e.g.
Broadgate – for major roads only).
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All new pedestrian ways should end with one of the following suffixes:Walk
Path
Way



All new block names should end with one of the following suffixes:
House Court – residential only
Point – high block residential only
Tower – high block offices or residential



For private houses it is sufficient that the name should not repeat the
name of the road or that of any house or building in the relevant town,
village or postcode area.



Under exceptional circumstances, a duplicated new property name can
be allowed provided that it is within the curtilage of the existing building
with the same name. That is, it does not cause confusion with another
property outside of that curtilage.



Avoid aesthetically unsuitable names such as Gasworks Road, Tip
House, Coal Pit Lane, or names capable of deliberate misinterpretation
like Tipple Avenue, Swag House etc.

5.1.6 If the owners of a property that currently uses a number wish to use a name,
this is acceptable as long as the number is retained. Under no circumstances
will a number be removed and replaced with a name.
6. DESIGN/LAYOUT
6.1.1. The design and installation of road signage should be in accordance with that
specified within Department of Transport circular 3/93.
6.1.2. All new road signage within the District leading to a dead-end will have a NO
THROUGH ROUTE symbol included within the sign (on leg) to indicate this.
6.1.3. All new and replacement signs when installed within Conservation Areas will be
in keeping with the area i.e. cast type.
6.1.4. In accordance with the Public Health Act 1925 and Department of Transport
circular 3/93 the Council has the right to install signs on private properties or
business walls etc. in the interest of public safety. There is no legal obligation to
notify owners, but it is likely to cause ill will if this is not done. In the interests of
good relations, the Council will attempt to notify owners/occupants of the
affected part of the property prior to installation.
6.1.5. The design of all new signs within the District will be 150mm plate white
lettering on Mid Brunswick Green background. A 100mm actual capital letter
height of lettering is the required Standard. (Exceptions to this may be
allowed within the conservation areas to keep signage in character with the
original design but only by agreement with Council).
6.1.6. The spacing of letters must give good legibility having regard to the letter
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form used. Spacing should be sufficient to prevent letters having a jumbled
appearance when viewed from an oblique angle. The apparent area
between successive letters should be as uniform as possible and this is
affected by the shape of individual letters: vertical strokes found in B, D, E,
etc. are those which need to be farthest apart; curves in B, C, D, G, etc. permit
a slight decrease in spacing; right angled letters E, F, L, etc. and sloping
ones, A, K, V, etc. can be closer still; some combinations such as LT, LY and
VA can almost overlap.
7. THE INSTALLATION OF STREET NAME PLATES
7.1.1. Street name plates should be fixed as near as possible to street corners, so as
to be easily readable by drivers as well as pedestrians. The name plate should
normally be within 3 metres of the intersection of the kerb lines, but where this
is not practicable the distance may be varied up to a maximum of 6 metres.
7.1.2. Street name plates should be mounted so that the upper edge of the plate is
no more than 900mm above the ground at sites where they are unlikely to be
obscured by pedestrians or vehicles and at approximately 2.5 metres where
they are likely to be obscured. They should never be lower than 0.6 metres or
higher than 3.6 metres. In conservation areas where cast signs are to be
installed, consideration should be given to position and height and
discussion with the Council is recommended.
7.1.3. Name plates should normally be fixed at each street corner. At minor
crossroads, particularly in residential areas, one plate on each side of the street
positioned on the offside of traffic emerging from the road may be sufficient,
except where the road name changes or where it is thought that paragraph
7.1.8 would apply. At major crossroads, name plates will be necessary on both
sides of each arm.
7.1.4. At T-junctions a main street name plate should be placed directly opposite the
traffic approaching from the side road.
7.1.5. Where the street name changes at a point other than cross-roads both names
should be displayed at the point of change to include arrows to indicate clearly
to which parts of the street the names refer.
7.1.6. On straight lengths of road without intersections name plates should be
repeated at reasonable intervals with priority given to such places as bus and
railway stations and opposite entrances to often frequented sites, such as
car parks.
7.1.7. Where two streets branch off obliquely from a common junction with a third
street, plates on fingerpost mountings can be useful, provided they do not
obscure any traffic sign.
7.1.8. Where it might reasonably be expected, for example at intervals on long straight
lengths of road or at intersections or T-junctions, the name plate could
incorporate information indicating the street numbers on either side of the
intersection.
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7.1.9. Whenever practical, street name plates should be mounted on walls, buildings
or other boundary structures at the back edge of the footway. Post mounting or
finger mounting should only be used where normal mounting does not make the
plate conspicuous (e.g. where an important side road has a narrow entrance or
in the exceptional circumstances mentioned in paragraph 7.1.7 above or where
it will frequently be obscured by pedestrian movement and cannot be mounted
at the 2.5 metre height).
7.1.10. The name plates should be fixed so that there is a clear space of at least
300mm in every direction between them and any notices, advertisements or
other printed or written matter. Wherever possible a greater clearance should
be provided. Nor should they be incorporated in other direction sign
assemblies, but be kept distinct and mounted in as standardised a manner as
possible. Care should be taken to keep the view of name plates free from
obstruction by trees and other growth.
7.1.11. Where possible, name plates should be fixed so that they will be illuminated by
light from street lamps, especially at important junctions, provided they remain
visible to vehicles on the main carriageway.
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Agenda Item 10.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Executive Director – Place

To:

Policy Development Panel Tuesday, 26 June 2018

(Author:

Phil Stacey Housing Options Manager)

Subject

Houses in Multiple Occupation

Purpose:

Update Report

Recommendation(s):
1) That the Policy Development Panel note the update report on the new rules covered by the
Licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation Order 2108 and provide feedback

1.0

Background

1.1

Following a report to PDP on the 7th December 2017 it was agreed that:

1.2

Officers’ report back to the Panel after the new legislation had come into force in 2018.

1.3

That the report provide information on areas of concern raised by Members, provide
Members with the key detail required to understand the issues, and that the position in
South Holland following implementation of new legislation be laid out.

1.4

That the public register of licensed HMOs be added to the Council’s website

2.0

Options

2.1

Option 1: That the Panel considers the update and provides feedback to Officers

2.2

Option 2: Do Nothing

3.0

Reasons for Recommendation

3.1

The reason for recommendation is for Policy Development Panel to consider the update
report and provide feedback

4.0

Expected Benefits

4.1

An improvement in standards of Houses in Multiple Occupation, especially in those
currently unlicensed, should result in a net increase the number of properties available to
reduce the number of homeless people in the district
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4.2

Providing good quality, well-regulated Houses in Multiple Occupation should minimise
disrepair, environmental and other health considerations in the district

5.0

Report

5.1

Subsequent to the report made to PDP in December 2017, several changes were made by
Central Government that affected the implementation of the new legislation as it affects
Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs). In addition; Members had also asked for more
information on the legislative process surrounding HMOs.

5.2

The most significant of these was the delay in the statutory requirement to licence two
storey HMOs by Local Government until October 2018 (On 23 January 2018, Housing
Minister, Dominic Raab, responded to a written question from Wera Hobhouse MP stating
that, subject to Parliamentary approval, the necessary regulations would be brought into
force in October 2018.)

5.3

Since the Housing Act 2004 came into force it has been a requirement that large HMOs are
licensed under mandatory licensing. Currently mandatory licensing applies nationwide to
HMOs that:
1. Comprise 3 or more storeys;
2. Are occupied by 5 or more people living in two or more single households; and
3. The occupiers share basic amenities such as washing and cooking facilities.
As these large HMOs are deemed high risk they are all required to be licensed regardless
of where the HMO is located.

5.4

The Housing Act 2004 allows the Secretary of State to prescribe the type of HMO that falls
within the definition of mandatory licensing. The prescribed description has not been
updated since 2006 when licensing under the Housing Act 2004 came into force.

5.5

The Government has now decided to extend the scope of mandatory licensing to bring
smaller HMOs within the scheme. Mandatory licensing will include:
 All HMOs with 5 or more occupiers living in 2 or more households regardless of the
number of storeys. Effectively this means the storey requirement will be removed from
the current definition.
 Purpose built flats where there are up to two flats in the block and one or both of the
flats are occupied by 5 or more persons in 2 or more separate households. This will
apply regardless of whether the block is above or below commercial premises. This will
bring certain flats above shops on high streets within mandatory licensing as well as
small blocks of flats which are not connected to commercial premises.
As is the case now, it is the individual HMO that is required to be licensed and not the
building within which the HMO is situated. This means that where a building has two flats
and each is occupied by 5 persons living in 2 or more households, each flat will require a
separate HMO licence.

5.6

The Government proposes to implement the extension of mandatory licensing in two
phases.
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Phase one will last for 6 months. During this time local authorities will publicise the new
licensing regime, process applications and issue licences. Landlords that did not require a
HMO licence before the change in the rules will not be prosecuted during phase one for
failure to license a licensable HMO and will not be exposed to rent repayment orders
However, landlords will be expected to apply for a licence during the 6 month grace period
and they are encouraged to do so because they will not be able to serve valid section 21
notices seeking possession until an application for a licence has been duly made (unless
the landlord has instead applied for a temporary exemption in order to remove their
property from licensing).
The Government’s response is clear that the 6 month grace period does not mean that
applying for a licence is optional. It just means that the criminal sanctions for not having a
licence will be put on hold. Once the 6 month period is over and phase two begins any
landlord without a licence will be subject to the full range of penalties for failing to comply.
It is also important to point out that landlords who currently require a licence under a local
authority additional or selective licensing scheme and who are not licensed will not be able
to benefit from the 6 month grace period just because their property has fallen within the
new mandatory licensing category. These landlords could face enforcement action at any
time.
5.7

Further reports will need to come to PDP to ensure SHDC is compliant will this new
legislation; most of these reports are already drafted and include reports on Rogue
Landlords, Enforcement and Licencing fees and process.

5.8

The public register of licensed HMOs is now on the Council’s website

6.0

Implications

6.1
6.1.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues
Effective processes to manage and enforce regulation on Houses in Multiple Occupation
will minimise, for example, inefficient heating systems that contribute to the carbon footprint

6.2
6.2.1

Corporate Priorities
There is a strong link between work around Houses in Multiple Occupation and our
corporate priorities, notably ‘to have pride in South Holland by supporting the district and
residents to develop and thrive’.

6.3
6.3.1

Crime and Disorder
There is often a link between Houses in Multiple Occupation and anti-social behaviour.
Addressing the issue of Houses in Multiple Occupation should make a contribution to wider
efforts to address anti-social behaviour)

6.4
6.4.1

Financial
The extension of licencing to large numbers will need to accurately reflect the cost to the
authority to administer the scheme and consideration needs to be given as to an
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6.4.2
6.4.3

6.4.4

appropriate increase of fees given this, and that no increase has been applied since
2010/11.
In addition; there are additional powers available to the district, which if introduced, will
have a financial impact
The application of Home Loss Payments when Houses in Multiple Occupation are
prohibited, and persons are made Homeless as a result of our actions needs to be resolved
and, dependant on the legal advice, any financial implications need to be considered
Failure to implement the new Statutory Duties could result in financial penalties

6.5
6.5.1

Health & Wellbeing
There is a positive link between increasing both the supply of housing, along with investing
into the condition of private housing in the district and the broader Health and Wellbeing
agenda

6.6
6.6.1

Reputation
Failure to implement the new statutory duties required could result in a direct intervention
by the Secretary of State, with the resultant reputation and also possible financial damage

6.7
6.7.1

Risk Management
There are risks in taking enforcement action against Houses in Multiple Occupation; as
these may result in Homelessness and would impose additional Statutory Duties under the
Homelessness Reduction Act, as from 3rd April 2018

6.8
6.8.1

Safeguarding
Occupants of Houses in Multiple Occupation can often be some of the most vulnerable
members of society. Any process or policy changes need to ensure that these persons
remain safeguarded

6.9
6.9.1

Staffing
There was an addition of 2 full time officers made within the Place review. Staffing
resources will need to be kept under review dependant on the practical implications of
enforcing the licensing requirements from October 2018

6.10 Stakeholders / Constitution / Timescales
6.10.1 There are no known implications for stakeholders, but Houses in Multiple Occupation work
will require the Council to adopt a partnership approach. There are no known implications
in terms of timescales and consultation.
6.11 Transformation Programme
6.11.1 There are likely to be several Information Technology changes required which will need to
be worked up and costed
7.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

7.1

All

Background papers:- Policy Development Panel Report Thursday, 7 December 2017
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Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Phil Stacey Housing Options Manager
01775 764605
philstacey@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

N

Exempt Decision:

N)

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
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Agenda Item 11.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Maxine O’Mahony, Executive Director – Strategy & Governance

To:

Policy Development Panel Tuesday, 26 June 2018,
Cabinet, 10th July 2018

(Author:

Charlotte Paine Senior Business Intelligence Officer)

Subject

Equality and Diversity Policy

Purpose:

To present the draft of the Council’s Equality and Diversity policy to the
Policy Development Panel for review.

Recommendation(s):
1) That the Policy Development Panel recommend the adoption of the draft Equality and
Diversity Policy to Cabinet on 10th July 2018.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The current Equality and Diversity policy was originally adopted in January 2014. The new
version looks to update the policy in line with any changes that have been seen in the last 4
years and renew the format.

1.2

The format changes to the policy have been made in consultation with the chair and vice of
the policy development panel in order to produce a policy that is written in plain English and
reduced in size.

1.3

The new policy achieves this by linking directly to the Equality and Diversity Act and
therefore reducing the need to make regular changes to the policy should there be changes
to the act as this is incorporated into the policy.

1.4

Appendix A is the draft policy that is being introduced to the panel asking for your
recommendation to Cabinet for adoption.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Policy Development Panel to review the draft Equality and Diversity policy and make a
recommendation to Cabinet to adopt the new Policy.

2.2

Do nothing.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

The currently adopted policy is 4 years old and due a review. Whilst there have not been
any fundamental changes to statutory requirements, the new policy is improved for the
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benefit of all those engaging with the Council.
4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

An updated policy will provide an opportunity to promote the policy and reintroduce new
procedures to ensure that the services are aware of their requirements.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality &
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management;
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1
5.1.1

Constitutional & Legal
The policy details the duty we have as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

5.2
5.2.1

Contracts
The policy details the responsibility we have when commissioning and procuring services
as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

5.3
5.3.1

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights
The policy details the duty we have as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

5.4
5.4.1

Staffing
The policy details the duty we have as outlined in the Equality Act 2010.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

N/A

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

N/A

Background papers:-

See The Committee Report Guide for guidance on how to complete
this section

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Charlotte Paine Senior Business Intelligence Officer
07870 835233
charlotte.paine@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
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Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Equality and Diversity Policy
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Equality &
Diversity Policy
Introduction
Promoting equality, respecting diversity and
encouraging more independent communities while
protecting the most vulnerable
South Holland Council recognises that different people have different
needs and our aim is to provide services that can respond to those needs.
Our residents and businesses should have fair and equal access to our
services.
We recognise, respect and value diversity within our workforce as an
asset in meeting the diverse needs of our service users.
As a local authority we have a variety of roles; as a provider of services,
a regulator, a commissioner and contractor, an employer and a
community partner. We need to make sure that when we provide
services or take action, we do so in a way which does not discriminate
unfairly or which is unlawful.
In promoting a sense of fairness and equality of opportunity, we also want
to build a strong sense of belonging and pride for everyone who lives,
works or visits the district. We want people of all backgrounds to feel
valued and be able to fully participate in, and contribute to, building a
strong and independent community in South Holland.

What is our aim?
South Holland Council is committed to promoting fair and equal access to
services and equality in employment. We recognise need to advance
equality of opportunity for the people we serve and employ and ensure we
eliminate discrimination, harassment or victimisation of all, especially in
regards to our differing characteristics
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These differences include:


Age



Disability



Gender reassignment



Marriage and civil partnership



Pregnancy and maternity



Race including nationality and colour



Religion or belief



Sex



Sexual orientation

Why are we doing it?
This policy supports our priorities of developing safer, stronger,
healthier and more independent communities while protecting the most
vulnerable and supporting South Holland and its residents to develop
and thrive.
Understanding our residents, who they are and what they need, helps us to
do all we can in the current economic climate to maintain services that they
tell us are important.
Under the Equality Act 2010, we have a public sector duty to:


Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation



Advance equality of opportunity



Foster good relations

This policy sets out our ambitions in line with the Equality Act 2010, full details of which
are available in The Act and we will continue to work to the requirements of this Act
and any changes.

How will we do it?
As a service provider we will:


Consult with interested parties to ensure our services meet the needs of
those who live, work or visit the borough.



Integrate and embed equalities into service design and delivery.
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Assess the impacts of changes we make to policies or services and
mitigate against anything which is potentially negative.



Arrange, where appropriate, alternative communication support
including BSL, large print, Braille, interpreting and translation.



Ensure our buildings are accessible.



Continue to offer and deliver services in an accessible way including
using the latest technology.



Take action to remove discrimination and inequality when we deliver
services.



Make our services easy for everyone to use.



Engage people from all communities to help shape our services.



Make sure others providing services on our behalf comply with our
commitments.



Take action to address social, economic and geographical
disadvantage.



Aim to have a workforce which reflects the diverse communities we
serve.



Treat all employees fairly.



Tackle bullying and harassment.



Provide employees with training on how equality affects their work
and how they can help deliver services that take everyone's needs
into account.

As an employer we will:


Be committed to treating all employees (and applicants for employment),
fairly and on merit, and to the development and implementation of
employment policies, procedures and practices that do not discriminate
unlawfully on the grounds of the protected characteristics as outlined in
the Equality Act 2010.



Ensure that all policies, procedures and guidelines comply with the
Equality Act 2010 and create a working environment that encourages
diversity, respects difference and treats employees with dignity at all
times.



Be committed to providing equal access to training and development
within available resources.
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Regularly monitor employee and applicant data and review the
composition of the workforce.

As a community leader and partner the Council will:


Aim to improve and enrich the quality of life of those living and working
within this district by creating a sustainable community; a place of
choice for people to want to live, work, study and visit, now and in the
future.



Commit to ensuring we challenge and eliminate discrimination and
promote equality of opportunity.



Ensure that all residents are provided with equal access to our services.



Develop a community where everyone feels valued and there is equal
access to services and employment across the statutory, private and
community/voluntary sectors.



Promote a sense of pride and belonging in the district where everyone
is valued and able to live or work side by side, contributing together in
building a strong, independent community.

In the commissioning and procurement of services we will:


Where relevant, include equality related questions in our tender
documents for example when a provider requires specific know-how or
skills relating to equality, such as cultural awareness.

How will we measure our progress?


We will monitor, where relevant and proportionate, who uses our
services with respect to the differences outlined above.



In line with our statutory requirements, we will annually:
o Publish information about our residents and staff.
o Publish information on how we are meeting our general equality
duty.

Who will do this?
Equality is the responsibility of every councillor, employee and
everyone who represents the council or delivers services on our
behalf.
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All officers have a responsibility not to discriminate against
services users or colleagues.



Managers have a responsibility to ensure that services meet the
needs of our residents.



The Corporate Management Team have a responsibility to lead the
equality and diversity agenda for the organisation.



The Members have a responsibility to ensure that equality is reflected
in their relevant portfolio areas.



Organisations that we commission or procure to provide direct services
to our residents, have a responsibility as they are acting on behalf of
the council. The vision of this policy will be achieved by:
o Including a commitment to equality in our tender specification
o Including specific equality clauses in contracts
o Monitoring contractors' performance where relevant.
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Agenda Item 12.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Maxine O’Mahony, Executive Director – Strategy & Governance

To:

Policy Development Panel Tuesday, 26 June 2018,
Cabinet, 10th July 2018

(Author:

Charlotte Paine Senior Business Intelligence Officer)

Subject

Freedom of Information Policy

Purpose:

To present the draft of the Council’s Freedom of Information policy to the
Policy Development Panel for review.

Recommendation(s):
1) That the Policy Development Panel recommend the adoption of the draft Freedom of
Information Policy to Cabinet on 10th July 2018.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The current Freedom of Information policy was originally adopted in June 2014. The new
version looks to update the policy in line with any changes that have been seen in the last 4
years and renew the format.

1.2

The format changes to the policy have been made in consultation with the chair and vice of
the policy development panel in order to produce a policy that is written in plain English and
reduced in size.

1.3

The new policy achieves this by linking directly to the Freedom of Information Act and
therefore reducing the need to make regular changes to the policy should there be changes
to the act as this is incorporated into the policy.

1.4

Appendix A is the draft policy that is being introduced to the panel asking for your
recommendation to Cabinet for adoption.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Policy Development Panel to review the draft freedom of information policy and make a
recommendation to Cabinet to adopt the new Policy.

2.2

Do nothing.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

The currently adopted policy is 4 years old and due a review. Whilst there have not been
any fundamental changes to statutory requirements, the new policy is improved for the
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benefit of the people wishing to contact the Council regarding freedom of information.
4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

An updated policy will provide an opportunity to promote the policy and reintroduce new
procedures to ensure that the services are aware of their statutory requirements.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality &
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management;
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1
5.1.1

Constitutional & Legal
It is a statutory requirement to answer freedom of information requests. This policy provides
assurance that this is clearly set out to services and requesters.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

N/A

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

N/A

Background papers:-

See The Committee Report Guide for guidance on how to complete
this section

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Charlotte Paine Senior Business Intelligence Officer
07870 835233
charlotte.paine@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Freedom of Information Policy
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Freedom of
Information Policy
Introduction
Providing the right to information
South Holland Council recognises that the Freedom of Information Act
provides the public with access to information that would otherwise be
unavailable and is the route to providing and enabling more open and
transparent public services.
We recognise, respect and value this right and our responsibilities to
enable this transparency in its appropriate circumstances.
In promoting a sense of openness and transparency, we hope to build a
strong sense of trust in all those who interact with the council.

What is our aim?
South Holland Council is committed to providing the right of access to
information held. We recognise the need to effectively communicate with
requesters whether the information is held, exempt or subject to a fee,
support requesters to receive the information that is requested and treat
requests for information equally, as appropriate.

Why are we doing it?
This policy supports our priorities of providing the right services, at the
right time and in the right way.
Providing the right services and ensuring that we are transparent with our
information allows us to build and grow trust with the public and support
South Holland to thrive.
Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, we have a duty to:


Inform the requester in writing whether information is held
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Where it is held, to communicate that information



Comply with “the duty to confirm or deny”

This policy sets out our ambitions in line with the Freedom of Information Act 2000, full
details of which are available in The Act and we will continue to work to the
requirements of this Act and any changes that may occur following the publishing of
this policy.

How will we do it?
As a Local Authority we will:


Respond to requests for information adhere to the statutory time
requirements of the act. Where all required information is provided from
the requester in writing, we shall respond within 20 working days



Publish certain information proactively, in line with the requirement for a
publication scheme. Details of which are available in the Publication
Scheme



Consider any use of the exemptions available via the Act Part II Exempt
Information and enact these appropriately, including where cost of
compliance exceeds appropriate limit.



Address all vexatious and contacts deemed unacceptable though our
Unreasonable and Vexatious policy



Allow appropriate use of data sets and re-use of data via our re-use
policy



Consider the application of section 45 code of practice which gives
recommendations for public authorities about their handling of requests



Consider the application of section 46 code of practice covers good
records management practice and the obligations of public authorities
under the Public Records Acts



Consider the Duty to provide advice and assistance (section 16)



Ensure everyone managing and handling information understands that
they are responsible for following good information management
practice



Ensure staff who handle information are appropriately supervised and
trained



Ensure methods of handling information are regularly assessed and
evaluated and that any disclosure of data will be in compliance with
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approved procedures


Abide by all requirements of the Data Protection Act 2018 and General
Data Protection Regulations to ensure that data is kept safe at all times
and released where legally relevant to do so.

How will we measure our progress?


We will monitor, where relevant and proportionate, the requests
that are received in order to
o Ensure we are meeting the statutory timescale of 20 working
days
o Continue to proactively publish relevant and appropriate
information



In line with the code of guidance requirements, we will publish:
o
o
o
o
o

information about the numbers of requests received
the timeliness of our responses
the number of requests where the information was granted
the number of requests where the information was withheld
the number of internal reviews

Who will do this?


All staff because everyone has a responsibility to provide access
to information



The Corporate Improvement and Performance team because they
have oversight of all requests including the logging, chasing and
responding of requests



Organisations that we commission or procure to provide direct services
to our residents, where they are acting on behalf of the council and are
eligible to provide information.



Third parties who are users of information supplied by the Council will
be required to confirm that they will abide by the requirements of the
FOIA and allow audits by the Council of data held on its behalf (if
requested); and Indemnify the Council against any prosecutions,
claims, proceedings, actions or payments of compensation or
damages, without limitation



The Corporate Management Team because they have a responsibility
to lead the right to information for the organisation.



The Members in ensuring that they support provision of authority
information
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Further Information


Further information can be found at the Information
Commissioner’s Office
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Agenda Item 13.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Executive Manager - Governance (Deputy Monitoring Officer)

To:

Policy Development Panel – 26 June 2018

(Author:

Gregory Watkinson Democratic Services Officer)

Subject

Policy Development Panel Work Programme

Purpose:

To set out the Work Programme of the Policy Development Panel

Recommendation:
That the Panel gives consideration to the report and identifies any issues for discussion.
1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

Background

1.1.1

This report records the issues for consideration that have been identified by the Panel for
inclusion on its Work Programme.

1.2

Issues

1.2.1

Appendix A sets out the dates of future Panel meetings along with proposed items for
consideration. These items were either originally suggested by councillors or are being
referred to the Panel from officers or the Cabinet. This appendix will be updated as new
items are identified.

1.2.2

Appendix B sets out the task groups that have been identified by the Panel. The table
shows:






The name of the task group
What it wants to achieve
Key dates
Membership of the task group
When the task group will be reporting back to the Panel

1.2.3

It is hoped that in presenting the information in this way, and by having the report as a
standing item on the agenda, it will record the issues identified by the Panel and provide
the opportunity for councillors to monitor the progress of its Work Programme.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

To note and consider the current status of the Work Programme.

2.2

To do nothing.
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3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

3.1

To allow councillors to feed into the Panel’s calendar of Work Programme items and the
Work Programme on a regular basis, to ensure that they stay relevant and up to date.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

The calendar of Work Programme items and the Work Programme will provide councillors
with up to date and relevant information. Timelines for various calendar items and
proposed task groups within the Work Programme are included within the appendices.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality &
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management;
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1

Corporate Priorities

5.1.1

In identifying issues for inclusion on the work programme, councillors consider the
suitability of the subject, taking into account such considerations as whether the issue is
strategic and significant and whether it is likely to lead to effective outcomes. One of the
indicators against which each potential task group is considered identifies how strongly the
topic links to the Council's key aims and priorities.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

This report has no implications however, as individual items are progressed through the
Work Programme, their impact on wards and communities will be assessed.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1
None.
Background papers:-

None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Gregory Watkinson Democratic Services Officer
01775 764599Tel: 01775 764599
gwatkinson@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:
Exempt Decision:

No
No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Appendix B

Work Programme Calendar
Task Group Work Programme 2017/18
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APPENDIX A
Policy Development Panel – Calendar of Work Programme items
Date of Meeting
26 June 2018





19 September 2018










6 November 2018




15 January 2019




5 March 2019




Agenda items
Policy Register – standing agenda item. Consideration of
issues at meeting only to take place where areas of
concern, or where more information is required.
To provide an update report on Houses in Multiple
Occupation. (Phil Stacey)
To consider a draft version of the Equalities Policy
(Charlotte Paine / Claire Burton)
FOI Policy (Charlotte Paine)
Street Naming and Numbering Policy (Clinton Bell)
Policy Register – standing agenda item. Consideration of
issues at meeting only to take place where areas of
concern, or where more information is required.
Housing Allocation Policy (Martin Cregg)
Houses in Multiple Occupation Licensing Policy (Phil
Stacey)
Private Sector Housing Enforcement Policy (Phil Stacey)
Update on current situation around long-term empty
homes (previous updates 22/7/15, 13/1/16, 5/7/16 and
28/2/17).
Update report on progress of recommendations of the
Paper and Postage Costs Task Group (Task Group
Chairman, Councillor Astill)
Safeguarding Policy (Donna Hall)
Policy Register – standing agenda item. Consideration of
issues at meeting only to take place where areas of
concern, or where more information is required.
Corporate Enforcement Policy (Sarah Shipley) – update
Policy Register – standing agenda item. Consideration of
issues at meeting only to take place where areas of
concern, or where more information is required.
Policy Register – standing agenda item. Consideration of
issues at meeting only to take place where areas of
concern, or where more information is required.
Strategic Tenancy Policy (Matthew Hogan)

Note: Taxi Licensing Policy – this policy will now be considered at a future meeting when
updates have been received on relevant legislation.
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APPENDIX B
POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL – WORK PROGRAM ME 2017/2018
What the Task Group wants to achieve

Public Open Spaces
Task Group

Scope to be agreed at first meeting
To look at the Council’s current policies
on Public Open Spaces and what could
be developed to help in the future.
In addition, following the Performance
Monitoring Panel’s review of implemented
planning decisions, some of the
recommendations arising from this review
to be addressed through the Task Group.

Data Protection/Data
Retention Task Group

Planning Design
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Name of Task Group

Date added to
Work
Programme
5 July 2016

Date Work
Commenced

Membership of
Task Group

23 November
2017

J Astill
L Eldridge
J Reynolds
J Tyrrell(Chairman)
B Alcock (PMP)
A M Newton (PMP)

To consider the implications of
forthcoming changes to the Data
Protection Policy as follows:
 To develop the new policy in light of
issues raised in the gap analysis and
legislative changes and that a more
detailed suggested scope would be
circulated prior to the first Task Group
meeting.

3 October
2017

11 December
2017

H Drury
M D McLean
A R Woolf
(Chairman)
A Harrison

Scope to be agreed at a later date.
Issues raised are detailed within PDP
minutes of 25 July 2017.

25 July 2017

To
commence
2018, after
end of
examination
period of
Local Plan.

To be confirmed

Proposed date to report
back to Panel

To PDP 1 May 2018
To Cabinet 29 May 2018

Houses in Multiple
Occupation (HMOs) and
Homelessness

Leisure Facilities Task
Group
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Joint Task Group
incorporating members
of the Performance
Monitoring and Policy
Development Panels

An officer of the Private Sector Housing
Team attended meeting on 5 December
2017 to explain processes and issues
around HMOs. Officer will report back
after new legislation has come into force
in 2018. Consideration to be then given to
setting up a task group and scope.
Issues raised are detailed within PDP
minutes of 25 July 2017.
To make recommendations, regarding
the present and future leisure provision
in South Holland.
1. By establishing what leisure provision
the District Council presently
provides, examining costs, resident
satisfaction and competitiveness in
order to identify ways of increasing
income or reducing expenditure;
2. To understand what the District
Council wishes to provide and what
the public and major employers need;
3. To examine the options for future
provision either to be supplied by the
Council, the private sector or shared
management.
Agreed at PMP 25 November 2014 – A
date for completion of the Business Plan
looking at Leisure Services provision,
being drawn together by the Community
Development and Health Manager, be
confirmed by the Assistant Director
Community, and that a joint meeting of
the Performance Monitoring Panel and
Policy Development Panel, for
consideration of the document, be

25 July 2017

To
commence
following
completion of
Planning
Design Task
Group

To be confirmed

30 April 2013

21 January
2014

G Aley (Chairman)
D Ashby
A Casson
G Dark
R Perkins (ViceChairman)
S Slade
E Sneath
S Wilkinson
Lead Officer: Phil
Adams
* Membership to
be considered
following District
Council Election

Interim report presented
to joint PMP/PDP – 19
August 2014
To Cabinet 7 October
2014
Tracking of
recommendations to
PDP 10 February 2015
Update on Leisure
options to PMP 3 March
2015 (PDP members to
attend PMP meeting)

arranged.
Following consideration of the update to
PMP on 3 March 2015 (PDP members
were invited to attend), it was agreed that
leisure provision must be a priority for the
Council, and must be considered as a
priority by the next administration
following the District Council election.
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